Quick crossword no 16,206

Across
1  Indifferent to criticism (5-7)
9   Stopped (5)
10  Gradual increase (5-2)
11  Swag (4)
12  Lineage (8)
14  Dish of stewed meat and sliced potatoes (6)
15  Moving rapidly (6)
18  Strait-laced (8)
20  Fine linen or cotton (4)
22  Autonomous province of Spain, capital Pamplona (7)
23  Moderate orange-yellow colour (5)
24  English dramatist, winner of Nobel Prize for Literature in 2005 (6,6)

Down
2  Place to lie low (7)
3   Set of rules, principles or laws (4)
4   Group within a larger group (6)
5   Acronym's components (8)
6   Low-water mark (5)
7   Ghostly double (12)
8   Experience financial hardship (4,3,5)
13  Crude verse (8)
16  Novel by Sir Walter Scott (7)
17  Numb – dead to the world (6)
19  Alloy of iron and nickel used in tuning forks and other instruments (9)
21  Brass instrument (4)

Solution no 16,205

AGHAST ABATED
C A U H E R E E R E
CAYENNE FRIAR
EDDIE GRI
DINGOE AGHEAD
E W N K M E
OPENMOUTHED
E I E R H
OPENOUT INUSE
R B N R S N C
COLIC OBELISK
E O U Y C O L
DISNEY ATONCE